The three main requirements to the ion source of an ISOL facility are efficiency, selectivity and rapidity. For many metallic elements these requirements are ideally fulfilled by a resonance ionization laser ion source (RILIS). Presently such ion sources are used at the RIB facilities IRIS (Gatchina), ISOLDE (CERN), LISOL (Leuven), TIARA (Takasaki) and IMP (Lanzhou) to provide beams with low isobaric contamination. The isotopically pure beams enabled to make spectacular progress, for instance in nuclear spectroscopy of very rare isotopes. The scanning of the hyperfine structure with a small bandwidth laser allows moreover to separate individual isomers. The RILIS has also been used as a sensitive tool for atomic spectroscopy (measurement of the isotope shift and of nuclear moments) of exotic isotopes.
Introduction
Studies of exotic isotopes far from stability depend crucially on the availability of appropriate beams. To obtain a favorable signal to background ratio the experiments require a sufficient beam intensity and beam purity. A large number of radioactive isotopes can be provided by isotope separator on-line (ISOL) facilities. The main requirements to the ion source of an ISOL facility are efficiency, selectivity and rapidity. The latter reduces decay losses in the target and ion source system and directly translates into a higher release efficiency for short-lived nuclei. the work function of the hot ionizer (noble metal surface). Thus alkalis can be ionized efficiently and selectively. The rare earths, the heavier alkaline earths and the heavier boron group elements are also surface ionized, though with reduced efficiency.
Ionization in plasma ion sources proceeds mainly by electron impact (see right part of figure 1 ) and atom-ion collisions. However, these processes are rather unselective. Practically every atom entering the plasma volume can get ionized regardless its chemical nature. Elemental selectivity can be achieved by thermodynamical (cold transfer line) or chemical (separation of molecules) "tricks" [1] . The first method is of advantage for low-melting elements with high vapor pressure (noble gases, Cd, Hg), the latter for reactive non-metals (C, N, O, Se, etc.) and metals which tend to form stable molecules (e.g. SrF + , YF 2+ , BaF + , lanthanide fluorides or oxides).
However, there is still a large number of elements which are neither well surface ionized, nor selectively separated with a plasma ion source. Also elements with high chemical affinity towards oxides (e.g. Be) are difficult to separate with a plasma ion source. Most plasma ion sources contain insulators with oxide surfaces. The latter can "trap" the radio-isotopes and cause huge decay losses. Thus, for many metals with ionization potentials between 6 and 10 eV and low vapor pressure at temperatures below 2000
• C there remains a "gap" between surface ion source and plasma ion source. This can be filled with the method of resonant photo ionization.
Resonance Ionization Laser Ion Sources
In a resonance ionization laser ion source (RILIS 2 ) the valence electron is excited by resonant photon absorption via several intermediate steps into the continuum, see middle part of figure 1. The position of the excited levels is specific for each element. Tuning the laser wavelengths to this "fingerprint" provides an ionization method with high intrinsic elemental selectivity.
Resonance ionization was already applied for nearly every element, see e.g. [3, 4] for an overview of the used schemes. However, for transitions to high-lying (> 6 eV) first excited states of non-metals, laser beams in the far ultraviolet (λ < 200 nm) are required. These can only be produced with low intensity and/or low duty cycle. Thus, these elements are less suitable for efficient laser ionization. Alternative separation methods for non-metals have been discussed above.
To achieve maximum ionization efficiency, intense laser beams are used for excitation and ionization. The laser beams need to have a sufficient overlap in time and space with the "atomic beam" of radio-isotopes. Since presently only pulsed lasers can provide sufficient beam power, the atoms have to be confined in the interaction region for a while. Different methods can be used for such a "storage" of the atoms.
Hot cavity RILIS
The atoms can be "stored" in a hot cavity with a small outlet hole [5] . The average residence time of an atom in the used hot cavities is of the order of some 0.1 ms. Thus a laser system with a repetition rate of the order of 10 kHz is required to assure that each atom has at least one chance to interact with the laser beams. Presently at this repetition rate mainly 3 copper vapor lasers (CVL) are used to provide several 10 W beam power at 511 and 578 nm to pump the tunable dye lasers. Via frequency doubling and tripling in nonlinear crystals wavelengths in the range of about 210 to 1000 nm can be provided. However, the available beam power drops significantly towards the UV region and only strong transitions can be saturated. Weaker transitions or direct transitions to the continuum remain often unsaturated and limit the ionization efficiency. The ionizer cavity is in its simplest version identical to the ionizer tube of a surface ion source. A Nb, Ta or W tube can be heated to well above 2000
• C. Thus the delay in the target and ion source system is normally dominated by the target. Due to the high temperature of the ionizer cavity, most molecules are dissociated and the laser ionized beam consists purely of atomic ions.
Unfortunately the hot cavity acts simultaneously as a surface ionizer for elements with low ionization potential. This, sometimes strong, isobaric background has to be suppressed by additional means: -Ionizer cavities from low work function material (e.g. TaC) can reduce such background while maintaining a high laser ionization efficiency [5, 6] . However, not all materials are suitable for on-line use where the surface properties of the ionizer cavities need to remain stable for a relatively long time (several days). A reduced cavity temperature will reduce the surface ionized background, but will also increase the delay in the cavity. Thus, for shortlived isotopes a compromise has to be found between background suppression and decay loss minimization. -A fast beam gate can be opened for some ten µs to let pass only the short bunches of laser ionized ions while cutting off a major part of the dc released surface ionized background [5] . Very thin ionizer cavities (e.g. a Nb tube with 60 µm walls) with a high longitudinal field of some V/cm provide an optimum bunching and allow to increase the selectivity via this "microgating technique" by up to one order of magnitude [7, 8] . -Due to their higher ionization potential, the nuclides to be laser ionized diffuse mainly as atoms from the target to the ionizer cavity, while the surface ionizable isobars are partially ionized already inside the target. A potential gradient applied along target or transfer line allows to push the disturbing isobars back into the target. This effect delays their release from the target and ion source system. A real background suppression can be obtained by extracting the surface ionized ions through a hole in the "backside" of the target or by using an ac heating current for a bunched release of the surface ionized background [9] .
Hot cavity RILIS are presently under operation at ISOLDE (CERN), IRIS (Gatchina), TIARA (Takasaki) and IMP (Lanzhou). Moreover, radioactive isotopes are studied off-line with similar systems in Mainz (see e.g. ref. [10, 11] ).
It has to be kept in mind that, before being ionized, the radio-isotopes have to be released from the target. Thus refractory elements could well be laser ionized when supplied as atomic beam, but they are practically not released from a thick ISOL target. To avoid such an undesired chemical selectivity of the target, it is better to use a buffer gas cell RILIS for refractory elements.
Buffer gas cell RILIS
In a buffer gas cell the atoms can be stored for a longer time (some tens ms) which gives less stringent requirements to the repetition rate of the pumping lasers. Thus e.g. excimer lasers with some 100 Hz repetition rate can be used. With a XeCl excimer beam of 308 nm the dye lasers can be pumped directly down to about 320 nm. The high pulse power simplifies efficient frequency doubling and for many elements all transitions can be saturated. However, losses occur between ionization and ion extraction. Formation of molecular ions can disperse the laser ionized isotopes over several sidebands, thus reducing the efficiency of atomic ion separation. See [12] [13] [14] for a discussion of these loss processes in great detail.
With all transitions being saturated, the efficiency of a buffer gas cell RILIS is less dependent on the element than on the used production reaction which determines the capture efficiency. At LISOL efficiencies of 5 % for light-ion induced fusion reactions, 0.2 % for proton-induced fission of 238 U and 0.05 % for heavy-ion induced fusion reactions were measured [15] . The main background in a buffer gas cell RILIS comes from remaining ions produced by the primary beam impact which were not neutralized or removed. Thus the selectivity is typically of the order of 100.
A variation of the buffer gas cell RILIS with very fast extraction (≈ 1 ms) is used for atomic spectroscopy at the MPI for Nuclear Physics in Heidelberg [16] .
Pulsed desorption RILIS
A third way of confinement is the continuous adsorption of the atoms onto a "cold" surface. Shortly before firing the ionizing lasers, the surface is heated rapidly (e.g. by pulsed laser desorption with an intense laser beam) and the atoms get desorbed. The efficiency depends strongly on the spatial and temporal overlap between ionizing laser beams and desorbed atom cloud. For not too short-lived radio-isotopes repetition rates of some 1-50 Hz are sufficient, which can be provided by relatively cheap Nd-YAG lasers. This method has been applied for resonance ionization spectroscopy experiments (see e.g. [17, 18] ) and was proposed as ion source at an ISOL facility [19, 20] . Table 1 shows the used ionization schemes and measured efficiencies of elements which were ionized at different RILIS facilities. Other elements for which the ionization schemes were tested off-line are summarized in figure 2. The complementarity of the hot cavity RILIS and the buffer gas cell RILIS is nicely seen for elements in the vicinity of nickel: manganese is rapidly released from a standard ISOLDE uranium carbide/graphite target and isotopes up to 69 Mn could be separated [23] . Nickel (and presumably also the chemically similar elements iron and cobalt) are very slowly released from the present ISOLDE targets [25] . Thus only longer-lived nuclides (up to 70 Ni) are separated with reasonable efficiency. More short-lived nickel isotopes are better produced at LISOL. Presently neutron-rich isotopes up to 74 Ni [39] and 70 Co [42] are available there. For copper the release at ISOLDE is again sufficiently fast and the beam intensities [4] outnumber those of LISOL [40] for all isotopes. Figure 3 shows a comparison of gamma ray spectra measured in the beta-decay of mass 68 nuclei at LISOL and ISOLDE.
Atomic physics effects
Using an atomic physics technique for the ionization, it is evident that one has to take care of some specific atomic physics effects.
Fine structure
Many elements show a split ground state or other low-lying states. The thermal distribution in a gas cell or a hot cavity spreads the population over several of these states. Thus, only a fraction of the atoms can be excited in the first step and the laser ionization efficiency is reduced correspondingly. Fig. 3 . Gamma ray spectra measured for the beta-decay of 68 Co (actually a mixture of 68g Co and 68m Co) [42] and 68 Ni [43] at LISOL and for 68g Cu and 68m Cu measured at ISOLDE [44, 45] . See section 3.3 for the separation of the two isomers. The shown spectra were taken with the frequency of the first excitation step at 30535.66 cm −1 ( 68g Cu) and 30535.36 cm −1 ( 68m Cu) respectively, compare figure 4. The beta-decay of 68 Ni proceeds predominantly to the 1 + ground state of 68 Cu, thus mainly gamma rays from the daughter decay are observed. All spectra are background substracted (i.e. "laser-on" minus "laser-off").
This problem occurs e.g. for Al, Ti, Co, Ni, In, Sn, etc. The efficiency can be increased by simultaneous excitation from several occupied levels. This was already successfully applied for the ionization of aluminum (λ 1 = 308.2 and 309.3 nm) at the ISOLDE RILIS, but more complicated ionization schemes (e.g. Ni or Sn) would require the installation of additional dye lasers.
Isotope shift
The atomic levels of different isotopes of the same element have not exactly equal energy, but show a characteristic difference, the isotope shift. The isotope shift can exceed the Doppler width of the resonance line considerably for light nuclei (A < ∼ 30) and for many lanthanides and heavy elements (Z > ∼ 80). To reach an optimum ionization efficiency the laser wavelength has to be retuned when changing from one isotope to another. While this makes the RILIS operation more tedious, on the other hand it allows to use the RILIS as a very sensitive tool for atomic spectroscopy applications, see e.g. ref. [9] .
Hyperfine splitting
The interaction of the electrons with the angular momentum of the nucleus leads to a splitting of the atomic energy levels into a number of hyperfine components. With sufficient resolution these can be observed as individual peaks in a scan of the respective transition frequency. If the hyperfine splitting of two isomers differs significantly, a tuning of the laser wavelength allows to ionize preferentially one of the isomers, i.e. to perform an isomer separation. This was applied on-line for samarium and thulium [46] , silver [47] and copper isomers [45] . Figure 4 shows the separation obtained in the case of 68g,m Cu.
Moreover, with known nuclear and electronic spin, an accurate scan of the hyperfine splitting can be used to determine directly nuclear moments [26] . Although still far less accurate than e.g. a measurement via nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) this method is very efficient and allows to reach far out to exotic nuclei.
For a hot cavity RILIS the resolution of atomic spectroscopy is limited by the Doppler broadening. A Doppler-free two photon spectroscopy could thus enhance the resolution considerably [48] . In a buffer gas cell RILIS the resonance width is mainly determined by the homogeneous pressure broadening [37] . Thus, a high gas pressure (which is necessary for a good stopping efficiency) makes this kind of RILIS less suitable for spectroscopic applications. Cu. Note that it would be extremely difficult to obtain a similar separation factor with a conventional mass separator, requiring a mass resolving power > 10 5 in this case.
Nuclear polarized beams
By absorption of circularly polarized light the polarization is transferred to the excited state of the atom. The coupling of electronic and nuclear spin can transfer this polarization to the nucleus. Thus laser ionized beams with a certain degree of nuclear polarization (e.g. some 10 to 20 % for alkalis [49] ) could be produced. A still higher polarization could be obtained by additional optical pumping in the ionizer cavity prior to ionization. The practical implementation of this method (beam transport without polarization loss, etc.) is presently under preparation at ISOLDE.
Summary and outlook
In principle resonant photo ionization may be applied for all metallic elements. The optimum choice of the RILIS type (hot cavity or buffer gas cell) depends less on the RILIS itself than on the release characteristics of the associated target.
The ionization efficiencies of a RILIS are still lower than those of a plasma ion source which might reach 50 % or more. However, it has to be kept in mind that e.g. in nuclear spectroscopy the reduced intensity is often more than compensated by an increased beam purity. An additional coincidence requirement which might be necessary to extract useful information from a mixture of different nuclei can easily cost one order of magnitude in the number of detected events. Moreover the possibility to "switch" a certain isotope with the laser beam "on" and "off" gives a unique possibility for the identification of new nuclei.
There is strong economic interest to make uranium enrichment by resonant laser ionization competitive to the "classical" methods (diffusion, centrifugation, etc.). Important R&D for such a "large-scale RILIS" was already performed in France (SILVA project [50] ) and the U.S. (AVLIS project [51] ). The RILIS application at ISOL facilities could profit from the effort which is spent on this development of efficient and reliable laser systems matching exactly the requirements of a hot cavity type RILIS.
